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ABSTRACT In this paper we present a colour calibration framework for cultural heritage preventive
conservation. It includes a custom colour chart based on a regular sRGB division and a multi-dimensional
calibration approach based on hyper-surfaces that map the original colours to the calibrated space taking
information from all the channels. As shown, our work outperforms past proposals. This solution has been
designed to be automatic and match the requirements of our cultural heritage surveillance framework needs,
such as non-invasiveness and easiness to deploy. Its performance has been compared to publicly available
calibration proposals and charts, and their results judged basing on the context and restrictions of the
intended goal, such as illumination. Conclusions on the need for adapting technological solutions to the
context of the goal, its cases of use when valid and self-designed methods are drawn. This work is part of
the MIPAC-CM project.

INDEX TERMS Colour chart, colour calibration, cultural heritage, preventive conservation

I. INTRODUCTION

CULTURAL heritage preservation has been a major con-
cern of the worldly digital and information horizon for

the past years, being included in the agendas of govern-
mental organisms [1]. Proposals for achieving a successful
cultural conservation involving digital technology, have been
launched in big numbers [2], especially considering the wide
meaning of the term and the different possibilities of its
fulfilment.

Preventive conservation is a way of achieving preservation
that focuses on safeguarding heritage integrity, and opens
for a multi-disciplinary approach [3]. Preventive maintenance
means taking care of the concerned piece before any kind
of damage happens. It is also desirable that the prevention
system is the least invasive to the piece as possible. This
implies that its presence should, by any means, not damage
the piece, nor having physical contact with it, and being
as less noticeable by third parties as possible. This leaves
space for any kind of monitoring deployment involving a
variety of sensing-related approaches [4]. Therefore, when
involving technology, preventive maintenance is likely one

of the most favouring fields for blending cultural heritage
with it [5]. Ambient condition sensors are amongst the most
popular ones for cultural heritage control, like humidity,
light, emissions or other chemicals that may affect the state
of the concerned pieces [6] [7]. In addition to these, image
acquisition related means are also proposed, as image data
are considered as valid for heritage preservation as a non-
invasive method [8].

Colour is an important visual cue for assessing the state
of many materials [9]. Metals like iron, copper, silver or
lead change their surface colour when exposed to degrading
ambient conditions [10] [11]. Thus, visually checking the
appearance of any material prone to degradation is a valid
sensor-related surveillance mean.

When collecting colour data as indicative cues, camera dis-
parity has to be considered. Due to subtle physical differences
in their construction, no camera acquires colour information
the same way as any other [12]. When there is no possibility
of employing the same camera for performing all the work,
a colour calibration scheme is needed, so the information,
regardless of the source, can be homogenised. There exist
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well-known, reliable and available calibration systems that
can be self-programmed or purchased and installed [13],
alongside generally employed open-source solutions [14].
Nevertheless, when recurring to these, their conditions of
usage may not always be adequate to the followed goals,
such as the need of manual handling, or the installation of
additional software or physical assets that are out of the
scope. Besides, when purchasing a commercial solution, the
price could be prohibitive if the dimension of the monitoring
system is of a considerable size and requires of a big amount
of assets.

In a previously published paper, we introduced a cultural
heritage preservation framework based on image crowd-
sourcing [15] (figure 1). Visitors to the cultural heritage
exhibition site are encouraged (and also stimulated through
gamification strategies [16]) to take pictures of metal dosime-
ters and other materials sensitive to degradation placed next
to the pieces under surveillance, which will act as indica-
tors of the presence of degrading agents in the site, basing
on their surface colour. Considering that all the third-party
cameras will be different, a colour calibration is needed so
the information of each crowdsourced image is homogenised
and reliable. In our previous work we proposed a calibration
scheme based on linear interpolation in the sRGB space
layers of the acquired images that improved other state-of-
art proposals with similar goal, relying on a set of reference
colours present on a chart additional to the dosimeters. This
is a crucial part of the MIPAC-CM project.

FIGURE 1. Schematic view of the project in its global scope

In this paper, we present the natural continuation of the
lastly proposed framework. The linear calibration approach
is replaced with a multi-dimensional scheme that maps sRGB
values present in an image to the calibrated space accurately
employing information from all three dimensions to calculate
one channel, effectively forming a hyper-surface as transfer
function. Its calculation is unique for every concerned image,
and does not require manual control nor the installation of a
specialised software package.

Aside, we designed a particular colour calibration chart to
be employed in the context of this project, that partitions
the sRGB space in regular intervals to be mathematically

generalist. It is conceived to be easily reproducible, cheap
and ready to be deployed in big quantities, whilst allowing
a possible reduction of its invasiveness towards the piece
under surveillance when needed by employing a subset of
the colour selection.

It is also an intention of this paper, aside to present a valid
improvement to our previous work, to assess that generally
available colour chart solutions do not always work so well
when having to be adapted to the particular circumstances
of certain applications, and that the design and deployment
of self-made calibration techniques, specifically designed to
deal with the particular problematic in question, are feasible
and offer good results.

II. RELATED WORK
When gathering data, crowdsourcing is an interesting ap-
proach due to its scientific possibilities [17], including ways
of involving it with cultural heritage preservation [18].

Recent research with crowdsourcing aimed to help preser-
vation has been done, with successful results [19] [6]. Control
and monitoring can be achieved by having a constant feed of
third-party data about the status of a piece. Third-party data
coming from cellphones is also considered. [20]. This also
fulfils the non-invasiveness requirement [6].

When involving cultural heritage in controlled environ-
ments such as museums, lighting conditions are important to
assess the visual status of the exposed materials. Whilst there
exist some optimal guidelines on how to perform illumina-
tion, there exists no standard that imposes a particular crite-
rion [21]. This is a problem that calibration also addresses,
given that different illuminants affect on how colours, e.g.
in a colour calibration chart, are perceived [22] [23]. Some
approaches, especially agriculture-oriented, perform calibra-
tion to overcome the differences between sunlight in different
times of the day when checking plants [24].

Solutions for colour calibration require the presence of
two fundamental factors aside from illumination: the colour
calibration chart and the mathematical basis for the proper
calibration process [25]. Professional and widely available
proposals may include both, offered by companies such as
X-Rite [13] [26] or Imatest [27], or a specific software meant
for fulfilling the operation, like Fiji [14].

However, some works take advantage of the mathematical
basis of publicly available calibration schemes, such as Color
Calibration Matrix (CCM) [28], and adapt it to optimise the
process to their goals. Proposals to calculate the calibra-
tion matrix range from simple processes like linear algebra
approaches [24], to other more elaborated ones involving
least squares [29] or deep learning [30] have been published.
Aside, other works also present custom color charts for the
contexts of their own projects [31].

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this section, we describe the reasoning behind our de-
signed approaches and assets. These should deliver good
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FIGURE 2. Views in space of the distributions of different colour charts: Ideal sRGB partition of the self-made chart (left); spectral values of the printed partition
(centre); values of the X-Rite commercial chart (right)

results whilst maintaining themselves in the appropriate con-
ditions needed to achieve the goal in its pretended context.

A. COLOUR CHARTS
In order to perform a correct colour calibration process we
need to deploy a colour target that needs to appear in the
pictures to be corrected. Usually, this kind of targets offer a
set of printed patches whose corresponding RGB values are
the "anchors" or references that serve as basis for building the
mathematical calibration operation.

Most colour calibration applications in professional and
amateur fields rely on commercially available charts whose
good performance has been proved to be useful in most
cases. One of the most widely recurred charts is X-Rite’s
ColorChecker Classic/MacBeth ColorChecker Chart, con-
ceived to represent frequent colours existing in average real
scenes [26]. There exist other variants of the ColorChecker
Classic, including a wider amount of luminance-oriented
colour values and a more exhaustive shading of the basic
featured tones, such as ColorChecker Digital SG.

However, even with their conception of being multi-
purpose oriented charts, there is always the question if com-
mercially available targets like X-Rite’s can be the most
suitable ones to be found for any general or specific applica-
tion. This question is interesting, especially considering that
factors like source illumination and the colour reference se-
lection can be decisive [24]. It is also a factor to consider that
its array of featured colours is conceived with a perceptual
and not a strictly mathematical criterion.

Thus, we conceived a self-designed colour chart with the
goal in mind to display mathematical regularity. Consider-
ing that the sRGB colour space takes form of a Cartesian
"cubic" three-axed space, we divided each of its axes into
regular segments, and the colour combinations resulting of
that division are taken to form the chart. The selection of
colours is decided upon the number of patches that can be

deployed and conform the set derived from equation (1), and
also the acceptable physical size of the chart so it does not
result invasive.

SsRGB = {(R,G,B) | 0 ≤ R,G,B < 2n_bits;

R,G,B mod step = 0}
(1)

Here step = 2n_bits/( 3
√
number_of_patches − 1) and

n_bits is the number of bits per colour used for quantization
in the colour space. Note that 3

√
number_of_patches should

return an integer, so space is covered homogeneously by the
division in all three dimensions and all patches fit in space.

If number_of_patches is adjusted to 64, it is possible
to generate a physical colour chart as big to host enough
large colour patches that will give reliable cues of their sRGB
values, but small enough to be placed next to heritage pieces
without bothering their inspection. Also, if adjusting and 8
bits per colour, (R,G,B) ∈ Z³. Lastly, if decimal sRGB
values should be returned by the equation, (R,G,B) values
should be quantized to the nearest value if needed.

Effectively, the conceived chart consists of 64 patches
that correspond to the colours resulting from the commented
division, given the aforementioned advantages and the fea-
sible dimension requirements. Our design also includes the
"corners" and limits of the sRGB space, so all the RGB and
CYM primaries are included, as well as black and white tones
(figure 2).

There is another consideration to be taken for the chart de-
sign. When performing a colour calibration, it is expectable
that the colour reference values can be found in real environ-
ments when the pictures to be calibrated depict real scenes.
This is especially important when concerning the extremes of
the domain, like the primaries or pure black and pure white.
Normally, real scenes will feature a limited gamut, spanning
the interior of the total mathematical range of perceivable
colours in space and leaving the extremes aside. Therefore,
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it is important to assure that the featured hues in the designed
chart depict sensibly real colours, too.

In order to achieve this, the "real" corresponding values of
the ideally conceived division have to be found, and then the
chart needs to be built with them, so a sensible and accurate
calibration can be achieved (figure 3). So, the values of the
aforementioned ideal sRGB space division have been printed
with the same materials and conditions that were chosen in
reference [16] for the physical chart to be deployed in real
environments, and only then their spectral values measured
with a Konica Minolta CM-700-d spectrophotometer. These
measurements were then transformed to the sRGB (figure
2). Therefore, now the calibration chart with the appropriate
reference values can be printed and deployed. Despite the fact
that the printing process will inevitably reduce the fraction of
sRGB space covered by the colour chart, having the sRGB
range fully covered in its conception means that the range
reduction of the real-life colours will be less exaggerated
if only the interior fraction of sRGB was considered in the
initial steps of the design.

The self-designed colour chart has been printed upon acid-
free laminated paper, using an industrial ink set LED-UV
Xtreme Pro, as stated in the previous article [16]. In this
work, we described why these materials are suitable for
producing colour calibration charts for the aim of this project,
namely cultural heritage monitoring in a controlled environ-
ment. This also allows for a quick, easy and cheaper chart
reproduction for many simultaneous usages and calibrations,
so a big amount of them can be deployed or substituted at the
same time. It has an advantage compared to other commercial
charts in this sense, where their prize hinders their usage in
a massive way such as monitoring a big amount of pieces.
These are thus being more adequate for a reduced number of
non-simultaneous calibrations.

In the following, however, the calibration performance
for both colour selections, X-Rite’s commercial and our
own chosen mathematical criterion, are tested. In order to
regularise the charts, we have printed the colour hues of
the ColorChecker Classic the same way we printed our self-
designed chart, arranging them in an analogous way. Given
that XRite’s chart features a reduced number of colours
compared to our design, we added patches with repetitions of
the same colours, so the same visual design of the chart can
be achieved. When performing the calibration, all of them
or only a subselection can be selected. Repeating reference
values included in the calibration processes has shown having
no influence, furthermore.

The colour patches in the charts are arranged on a pattern
of 9 rows and 11 columns. In the central part of them, a space
of 5x7 patches has been reserved for the aforementioned
dosimeter material tags. These will be the monitoring cues
for performing an effective surveillance.

B. CALIBRATION TECHNIQUES
In our previous article [15], we presented a colour calibration
approach specifically designed for the followed context and

goal, based on linear interpolation for the range [0, 255] of
the sRGB R, G and B layers separately. Given the assumed
discordance between cameras of origin, it has been conceived
as an adaptive technique bound to overcome it and represent
the image information in an homogeneous domain, regard-
less of the source. Thus, it calculates its parameters from and
for every single supplied image exclusively.

In this paper we present an improvement to the previous
linear calibration. Following the same basic idea, the concept
is expanded so the sRGB information for every pixel in the
R, G and B layers is taken into account to calculate each
of the values for every coordinate in the calibrated space.
This is equivalent to calculating three hyper-surfaces that
relate three-dimensional information to one dimension each
time separately. Analogue to the previously proposed linear
calibration, each hyper-surface acts as a transfer function that
maps all the sRGB domain to the calibrated RGB values.
The resulting one-dimensional values of the three transfer
functions are then stacked, so the new R, G and B layers of
the calibrated image are formed.

This multi-dimensional calibration divides itself in two
fundamental sequential steps. Firstly, the colour reference
data are calculated with the values from the chart using
a variant of the Reinhard color transfer technique [32], so
the position of the reference data in the sRGB cube and
their relationship with their homologues in the pictures to
be processed can be described. Secondly, the construction of
the R, G and B spatial transfer functions is performed, so
the value mapping can be performed. Both steps are entirely
calculated using the single image to be processed, knowing
the set of reference colours in beforehand.

If we represented the colour patches out of the chart in the
sRGB space, ideally they should take the form of regularly
scattered dots along the Cartesian "cube". However, when
taking any image representing the chart to be processed,
each patch will feature some visual heterogeneity among its
pixel values due to the effects of the inks when printed, the
angle of light reflection on its surface, the digital camera
sensor response, etc. What was originally conceived as an
uniform, single colour value printed in a small physical
region, is perceived as an approximately Normal distribution
surrounding an average value when digitalised (see figure
4). Therefore, the shape of the colour patches in a digital
image, when represented in the sRGB space, will be seen
as a group of three-dimensional point clouds that also have
lost the regular distribution intended with the initial sRGB
division. Shortly said, the colours of the chart are dis-
placed and instead of being described by an unique position
(Rori, Gori, Bori) in the R, G and B axis, they now possess
a distribution of N(µ, σ) characteristics in every coordinate,
(NR, NG, NB) 6= (Rori, Gori, Bori).

Taking this phenomenon into account, the first step of
the multi-dimensional calibration consists in recovering the
spatial statistic characteristics of the ideal sRGB distribu-
tion, calculated from the colour patches in each image to
be processed. This will enable the possibility to build the
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FIGURE 3. From left to right: (1) initial sRGB value division; (2) self-designed colour chart based on the spectral values of (1); (3) colour chart based on X-Rite’s
ColorChecker Classic

FIGURE 4. Views in space of the distributions of the conceived colour chart of
reference (left) and the effects of printing and taking a picture in real conditions
over it (right)

"skeleton" of the transfer functions as anchor points of the
hyper-surfaces to be constructed. In order to achieve this, a
modified version of the Reinhard color transfer technique is
applied. The Reinhardt color transfer consists in modifying
the mean and the standard deviation of a numerical distribu-
tion, so it is displaced in space and its width is modified, but
without actually losing information on peaks and maintaining
proportions in space. When applied to the colour histogram
of the R, G and B layers of any given image, it effectively
produces a colour shift of the overall tone in it.

The effect of the Reinhard transfer can be used for pro-
ducing an equivalent mathematical distribution shifting in
3D. Instead of modifying an image layer histogram, each
one of the digital colour patch distributions of the chart in
space can be shifted in three dimensions(equation (2)), so
the positions in space of the ideally conceived chart can be
regained parting from its appearance in the images to be
processed.

RoutGout
Bout

 =

Rin − µRinGin − µGin
Bin − µBin

θR 0 0
0 θG 0
0 0 θB

+

µRrefµGref
µBref


(2)

Effectively, this matrix operation means a displacement
and reshaping of every distribution in space. If the target
colour distribution consists of a single point (σ = 0), the
standard deviation is left untouched, so the value range of
every patch distribution is respected and there is no loss of
image pixel information in this sense (equation (3)).

θi =

{σiref

σiin
σiref 6= 0

1 σiref = 0
(3)

When finishing this first step, every pixel value corre-
sponding to the colour patches in the chart will have a cor-
responding homologue rearranged in the sRGB space. These
will conform the anchor points of the multi-dimensional
transfer functions to be built, and thus the "skeleton" of
the calibrated sRGB space to be calculated. The following
process consists in finding out the rest of values between the
anchor points, by connecting them in all three dimensions.

To achieve this, the hyper-surfaces f(x1, x2, x3) are cal-
culated analogously to the firstly proposed linear calibration
(4), but extended to the amount of dimensions needed for
this application (Ndim = 3). This process is based upon a
trilinear interpolation (5), where P (rk, gk, bk), k = 1, 2 stand
for the anchor points of the cube that surrounds the sRGB
space region where the hyper-surface is constructed. These
anchor points are composed by combination of two different
r, g and b coordinates.

yp = y1 + (xp − x1)
y2 − y1

x2 − x1
(4)

f(x1, x2, x3) =
∑
k=1,2

P (rk, gk, bk)
3∏
i=1

{
xi k = 2

(1− xi) k = 1

(5)
Lastly, having built the three transfer functions following

this criterion, the R, G and B layers of the calibrated image
are calculated by projecting every pixel of the images to be
processed using them.

In the following sections, the performance of the multi-
dimensional calibration is compared with the previous linear
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scheme and its stronger points objectively evaluated. Aside,
in order to achieve a more complete comparative experiment,
the results obtained with a widely utilised scheme such as
Colour Correction Matrix (CCM) are also featured. Nor-
mally, the CCM calibration is favoured to be performed with
the help of specialised software tools, which allows a manual
parameter selection for an elaborated optimization process
[28].

Nevertheless, for the sought kind of cultural heritage mon-
itoring, this method is infeasible. Surveillance of the pieces
in question should be automated and adaptive, considering
that the amount of crowdsourced pictures can reach big
numbers and involving a permanent human effort would
mean additional undesired costs. Having this restriction, the
CCM calibration to be tested here needs to be adapted to the
conditions of this project. Other works also do their personal
approaches to the basic CCM idea [30]. Thus, a resolution of
the CCM based in linear algebra, following the reasoning in
[24], would be more feasible, quick and appropriate for the
comparison to be explained in this paper.

The process for calculating the CCM here is thus unique
for every image. First of all, representative values for the
colour patch distributions for each image to be processed are
extracted. These are the means of the distributions. Parallel to
this, the ideal values of the colour reference patches are also
extracted. Using both sets of values, a 3x3 matrix is deduced
(6). The calibration is achieved by multiplying every image
pixel with it.

R = CCM ×Or (6)

In equation (6), it is stated that the set of reference values
R should be equivalent to the CCM multiplied by the set of
same colours in the original image Or. Elaborating on this,
CCM can be calculated by equation (7).

CCM = (R×OTr )× (Or ×OTr )−1 (7)

This method also ensures saving colour distribution in-
formation by assigning a different calibrated value to every
original value. However, it should be performed in the math-
ematical linear RGB space, so the sRGB associated gamma
non-linearity does not affect the results of an otherwise linear
operation. Thus, the CCM calibration approach requires a
gamma preprocessing and postprocessing so the sRGB in-
formation stays coherent with the calibration and the linear
operations maintain their linearity.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL
The chart and the mathematical calibration basis, as the two
critical parts of the scheme, have therefore been tested in
order to measure their performance quality in the context of
this work.

The case of usage consists in collecting crowdsourced
pictures from different cameras of origin. Our last proposal
addressing this topic [15] showed the robustness of the lin-
ear scheme when dealing with the inter-camera acquisition

variability. Therefore, it is also adequate to test the other
calibration schemes under different image conditions that
might alter the colour and visual characteristics.

Henceforth, four sets of test images have been prepared to
check the performance of the linear, multi-dimensional and
CCM calibration schemes employing the previously prepared
two variants of the colour charts. The dosimeter placeholder
space, in the middle of the targets, has been substituted with
uniform colour stripes that imitate the average tone of copper,
silver and PH-sensitive paper, and different textures that have
been taken of real photographs of copper and silver tags
(figure 5). So, the effect of the calibration and accuracy can be
measured on plain colours different from the anchor points,
on the gray luminance-related region of sRGB space, and on
approximately realist colour information of the real targets to
be processed in field cases. Therefore, four different kinds of
test charts have been printed.

FIGURE 5. The two types of test dosimeters employed

It is utmost important to consider the effect of the calibra-
tion on the dosimeters. Their colour values, and especially
their colorimetric differences with the original, non-degraded
state, is essential for performing an effective surveillance on
the state of the cultural heritage pieces. Then, the calibration
performance on their equivalent textures has to be evaluated
in a similar way.

This is the reason why the success of the tests has been
measured with objective means. Given that the monitoring
of the colour change in the dosimeters is meant to be done
in the measurement-oriented CIELAB space, the calibration
performance on their placeholders is evaluated by taking
the average CIEDE2000 [33] difference of the calibrated
picture compared with the equivalent ideal dosimeters in
the digitally designed colour charts. This is the main metric
taken for judging quality, and the one used as a guide for
the evaluation. Apart, CIEDE94 [34] has been taken, to see
its effects on an alternate metric. The results of these can be
found in the additional tables (Results set 1, Results set 2,
Results set 3 and Results set 4) supplied with this article.

Lastly, and as a mean to assess how accurate each cali-
bration approach is, the same distance measures are taken on
the colour chart reference patch distributions. This way, the
closeness of the transfer functions with its initial "skeleton"
made with the original anchor points can be evaluated.

The four image sets feature acquisition of the charts under
different lighting conditions, ordered from the lowest to the
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highest illuminant temperature. Set 1 consists in pictures
taken under a common tungsten light bulb, with a yellow-
orange light of low brightness. Set 2 was taken under di-
rect sunlight at noon (white light with elevated brightness),
whilst sets 3 and 4 were taken under common fluorescent
illuminants of high temperature (blue light), of high and low
brightness each. The particular values of illuminant temper-
ature are left unknown, as the intention of the project is to
test the performance under any condition, given the lack of
standardization on interior lighting [21]. All of them were
taken with a conventional cellphone camera that codifies the
information in sRGB, as the vast majority of crowdsourced
pictures from conventional cellphone cameras are expected
to be [15].

According to this, it is reasonable to think that the physical
placements of the charts under monitoring might incur in
slight illumination differences depending on the room or the
exhibition, which is possible to happen even in the same room
depending on their location. Thus, the selection of test images
covers both the effects of inter-camera acquisition variability,
with different perceptions of the same colours, and the visual
aspect provoked by non-regulated lighting sources.

FIGURE 6. Example images of the four sets considered. The different lighting
temperature and brightness is to be noted

Aside, it is very interesting to check the calibration per-
formance when using a reduced subset of the original anchor
colours for building the transfer functions. Some papers [24]
state possible benefits and better performance depending on
the number of reference values to take on calibration depend-
ing on the context of usage, namely on reducing it. This is
also a fundamental question to address when considering that
the colour chart for monitoring cultural heritage is an invasive
element among the exposed pieces, so any justified reason for
its presence reduction would be adequate to check, too. The
reduced amount of material implies an even cheaper cost of
chart reproduction and deployment.

Henceforth, the tests have been performed for the complete

set of colour patches, and for reduced subsets consisting in
the CYM and/or RGB primaries (or their closest equivalent),
adding black and/or white. This has been repeated for all
images in the four sets of different characteristics, and in both
kinds of produced charts with two different dosimeter texture
testings. Table 1 shows the variable factors that have been
combined for experimenting with each set of images.

Lastly, so the effectiveness of our scheme can be assessed
to the last extremes, the explained experiments have also
been executed over field pictures aside from the test sets. The
self-designed chart has been printed in the aforementioned
procedure and deployed in a museum during an one-year test
period, and therefore some pictures taken as a testing ground.
Four representative pictures of different chart placements
have been chosen, shot from different distances and showing
different, uncontrolled illuminations 7.

FIGURE 7. The four field images employed to assess the performance of the
chart and calibration on real cases.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The tests have been performed on the pictures of the four
considered sets and field images. The visual appearance of
the non-calibrated pictures corresponds to what is expected
from real crowdsourced information by conventional cell-
phone cameras: different illuminations and shadings, pixel-
ing effects in what was initially conceived as uniform colour
regions and overall different colour tones.

This characteristic in the pictures has been observed as
being considerably influential over the calibration process.
This is an especially prominent effect to be observed on
the CCM calibrations. After going through the process, the
overall colour tone given by the illuminant is exaggerated
(figure 8). Thus, all pictures from the Set 1 after going
through the CCM present an exaggerated yellow-green tone
shifting, whilst sets 3 and 4 are shifted towards blue-violet.
Set 2, given its white illuminant, does not feature that effect.
When observing each picture in detail, it can be seen that the
overall tone shifting is slightly different for each image of the
same set, which is indicative of the calibration being unique
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TABLE 1. Variable factors of the calibration experiments performed for each image set

Calibration CCM Multi-dimensional Linear
Chart X-Rite Self-made sRGB division

Dosimeters Uniform Textured
References All patches RGB + CYM + B + W RGB + CYM + W RGB + CYM RGB + B + W RGB + W RGB

for every case and not a generalised effect (figure 9). It is
understandable to think that, given that the CCM calculation
is made by means of taking the average value for each anchor
colour distribution, and due to its pixeling effect, it will be
slightly different in each picture, even among the same set
under the same illuminant.

FIGURE 8. Example images of the four sets considered after the CCM
calibration

FIGURE 9. Variable effects of the CCM calibration with images from the same
set

The colour tone shifting does not happen with the self-
conceived linear and multi-dimensional calibrations. How-
ever, these incur in another different effect that is not to be

found in the CCM results. Whilst CCM, being fundamen-
tally a multiplication with a certain value, respects the pixel
distribution variability, the other two techniques may lose
that coherence in some cases. This is especially predominant
in the linear approach, where every layer transfer function
and therefore coordinate is calculated separately, and thus
the resulting pixel coordinate values might have not the same
proportion than in the original image, effectively assigning
"false" colours to them. The multi-dimensional approach
minimizes this effect by extracting information from all
layers for every transformation. Curiously, this effect is more
prone to happen in tests where a bigger amount of reference
colours is taken. This happens due to the different values of
a pixel distribution falling into different interpolation regions
that are close in space, so the bigger the interpolation region,
the less distribution alteration happens.

Nevertheless, given that the final intention is to measure
the calibration quality by objective means, the objective
distance metrics ∆E mentioned in the Experimental section
are taken as representative to the success of the designed
scheme. This is also the most reliable way to assure that the
calculated transform functions are accurate, and to compare
the performance between charts.

First of all, the accuracy of the calibration schemes needs
to be measured. In order to do that, mean CIEDE2000 ∆E
colour differences between each colour patch of the reference
data and calibrated images are evaluated. Table 2 shows the
mean and the standard deviation for the difference metrics for
all the 64 colour patches taking the calibrated images from all
the four sets, for every calibration approach. In all cases, the
multi-dimensional calibration offers a mean metric between 0
and 1, indicating an extremely accurate resemblance, almost
unnoticeable, with a very slight variation. This indicates an
accurate structuring of the "skeleton" of the transfer func-
tions. These metrics are superior to the CCM and linear
approaches, where the effect of the colour shifting and the
false pixel colour assignations respectively can be observed
by the big differences and the stronger variability.

Then, the mean difference values between the calibrated
images and the reference data are calculated for the dosimeter
textures. Here, a comparative study for all the images inter
and intra-set has been performed, observing the performance
for the self-designed and the X-Rite-inspired colour charts.
Two fundamental criteria have been taken: accuracy and its
improvement between both kinds of charts, and robustness
against reduction of the anchor colours.

Thinking logically, it may appear that the more amount of
anchor colour values taken to build the calibration scheme,
the better the performance is meant to be. This conclusion is
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TABLE 2. Accuracy CIEDE2000 ∆E metrics of the 64 colour patches of the self-made colour chart for the three colour calibration schemes. It can be seen that the
multi-dimensional scheme, in columns 2 and 9, offers the best similarity.

Multi-dimensional Linear CCM Multi-dimensional Linear CCM
Patch Mean Std dev. Mean Std dev. Mean Std dev. Patch Mean Std dev. Mean Std dev. Mean Std dev.

0 0.412837 0.151512 14.08954945 3.059626732 16.76511253 6.358449886 32 0.194245 0.068097 5.099936446 2.027045382 14.38076683 7.395351129
1 0.260016 0.095811 9.216607357 3.594088393 18.69849987 3.474201697 33 0.1956 0.080486 3.441437826 1.652833378 14.63217168 4.037755691
2 0.228134 0.079358 8.108327153 4.505489788 15.61821867 4.07554405 34 0.223439 0.05488 7.059545631 2.878427889 16.77922446 5.497386578
3 0.310319 0.125786 9.914985233 4.528780565 27.20284731 5.29005594 35 0.206441 0.162759 9.473714974 5.173247062 10.2851483 3.369350842
4 0.170674 0.072103 5.026345089 3.101142757 13.49644562 6.645231737 36 0.217311 0.092866 6.647084603 3.238750017 16.39197341 6.6210191
5 0.197266 0.080123 8.935710313 3.660609057 27.23512208 5.064481151 37 0.199861 0.076772 6.565954133 2.376879838 15.2785667 5.785934768
6 0.204217 0.03479 4.93815658 1.740167236 15.04732521 5.901447917 38 0.210568 0.068017 4.936360059 4.71962697 11.77188431 4.037855603
7 0.173662 0.068409 7.407301417 2.363916263 17.79188931 4.584355027 39 0.374855 0.425229 9.049664351 5.172686372 9.30930693 3.617544662
8 0.309231 0.057458 6.85689961 5.474068195 13.77471987 2.228122922 40 0.251445 0.088826 4.93619238 1.384245492 16.53917243 4.735062478
9 0.292487 0.062035 10.37152028 3.533123329 13.92500883 2.238462358 41 0.234356 0.106102 5.069210301 2.079133739 14.72922234 4.998865804
10 0.268096 0.095789 7.053852694 2.220406788 12.90858587 3.708256286 42 0.30284 0.113546 4.777480353 2.447513911 11.95111392 4.266366286
11 0.582764 0.822917 5.533874808 1.419840192 20.19448379 3.559907877 43 0.256648 0.117357 5.557981745 3.163952444 9.756538947 3.875667137
12 0.183796 0.057675 3.703390895 1.978333338 14.57789976 7.297762122 44 0.203413 0.06507 4.416594532 2.146541352 13.11720793 6.063364684
13 0.210032 0.087019 7.576334888 1.858891576 25.05028155 5.276838651 45 0.205403 0.059684 4.345215922 2.134475368 12.46753773 6.74331365
14 0.180852 0.063165 4.058300036 1.587937988 14.01199788 7.587729878 46 0.145512 0.06191 2.693377103 1.71619415 13.40205788 5.553927612
15 0.155289 0.070065 4.249909504 2.756259784 13.61027617 6.199758287 47 0.224507 0.097113 3.638742323 2.745851102 13.26553805 3.651625766
16 0.184675 0.091652 5.402757314 2.64497672 15.45579863 6.688915426 48 0.17285 0.067303 4.190340846 1.130007527 15.83154039 2.258199194
17 0.188428 0.064962 4.665882909 3.152100089 13.19538794 4.49264332 49 0.224538 0.08082 3.993770567 0.742405989 15.68386475 2.372982209
18 0.37635 0.178005 13.23543682 4.990741384 14.37898698 5.866363369 50 0.198844 0.081617 3.450194147 2.002333558 13.22215485 2.689562084
19 1.544123 1.328671 11.05715949 4.733126074 23.15314444 3.773997003 51 0.220565 0.079902 5.653809655 2.808151186 12.16084103 4.459272473
20 0.198739 0.112302 8.827212102 3.724085625 20.47258809 5.068975051 52 0.210006 0.074186 2.972181562 1.496902769 14.46974157 2.83536853
21 0.230035 0.097683 9.855765879 3.41298248 23.654733 5.362597386 53 0.204534 0.075385 3.099102181 1.275749874 13.34710559 3.471615339
22 0.169928 0.055807 4.919968489 2.536362927 15.61931619 6.223550472 54 0.208231 0.050929 5.36897584 1.796432616 13.96406747 2.95146949
23 0.179962 0.074765 6.429902286 3.864490041 22.85988777 5.911263806 55 0.19878 0.059795 7.597487754 3.546060564 12.84276095 4.793131873
24 0.180385 0.047244 4.991662837 1.300609839 15.8224371 5.421694186 56 0.131247 0.047172 4.394161581 2.118888528 17.28307394 2.06904037
25 0.222874 0.073458 3.544663922 1.682422308 16.79224223 3.754517464 57 0.181062 0.068652 3.886493186 2.106296612 15.15360529 2.947264461
26 0.13065 0.083973 8.332942723 3.083183804 11.21297903 3.623757354 58 0.165495 0.040394 5.10936826 2.092092273 17.61789851 5.158311363
27 0.487766 0.693288 4.328365115 1.061726975 21.73485899 3.798826127 59 0.199418 0.04089 6.18092928 1.569804417 17.16986061 5.638518973
28 0.504643 0.162159 10.71950192 1.97664423 12.76391718 3.606427849 60 0.131282 0.065707 2.10944634 0.7329191 18.94135344 5.225843375
29 1.667529 1.725776 6.811215415 2.903130993 22.4946089 3.582081347 61 0.130962 0.074673 2.821960183 1.581040933 18.16423881 5.518042278
30 0.230211 0.031835 4.430975138 2.370853733 15.98721555 7.178988059 62 0.207867 0.103698 3.93463388 1.192246592 16.07062773 6.539204301
31 0.195985 0.07469 5.601555947 2.248312295 18.27849339 3.822514982 63 0.198705 0.188878 5.108091349 1.98735289 15.2589886 5.32678106

obvious to reach when considering that more points means
a bigger range and a finer division of the space, a fact that
should imply a more accurate value mapping when building
the curves and a lower probability of getting an exaggerated
interpolation error. Nevertheless, some studies [24] show that
not only reducing the amount of anchor colours to a specific
subset does not only not affect the calibration quality, but it
also may improve it when using CCM and X-Rite’s colour
chart. This kind of result is not as sure to happen when em-
ploying the self-designed calibration schemes, considering
their different mathematical basis.

The effects of the reduction of the amount of anchor
colours is measured with the standard deviation of the dif-
ferences in the dosimeter textures for all the experiments
with different amounts of reference colours. The closer to 0,
the less effect the reduction has. This is especially important
when dealing with the linear and multi-dimensional calibra-
tion schemes, considering the bigger span of the interpolated
regions.

Table 3 reflects this study on variability on sets 1, 2, 3 and
4, respectively, in different rows. The standard deviation of
the CIEDE2000 ∆E calibration accuracy values for every
dosimeter in each reference variation experiment is shown.
It can be seen that primarily and in all sets, for the multi-
dimensional calibration scheme the stability of the results
is better. Furthermore, our self-made colour chart shows a
generally even better stability than the X-Rite reference,
with a standard deviation between 0 and 2 in most cases,
especially in sets 3, 4 and 1.

The most variable results are thrown by the CCM cali-
bration, which is understandable considering the colour shift
effect on the calibrated pictures. The linear calibration offers
results of mixed and variable quality, which arguably come

from the pixeling effect it is prone to provoke. Whilst the
illumination difference seems to affect these experiments, its
effect are seen to be minimised on the multi-dimensional
calibration, where the resulting numbers stay in a similar
range for all four sets.

This implies that the multi-dimensional calibration frame-
work is the least affected in results by the lighting conditions
and reduction of the reference colour set.

In the supplied tables as additional data (Results set 1,
Results set 2, Results set 3 and Results set 4) , one for each set
of images, the average ∆E metrics measurements are given
for each single target dosimeter in each experiment with
different calibration techniques, as seen in the different tags
of the tables (CCM, Multi-dimensional and Linear), using
both charts as references. The two column groups on the right
state the difference in percentage that the usage of the self-
made chart means compared to X-Rite’s selection. A negative
value means a worse performance, whilst a positive indicates
a better one.

When inspecting the CIEDE2000 data results for set 1
(low temperature and brightness), it can be seen that, gener-
ally, performance when employing X-Rite’s chart is better,
in some cases with a vast difference, whilst in the multi-
dimensional calibration the self-made does a better result
with reduced reference sets, corresponding to the observed
before. The range of differences stays mostly between 2 and
14, with some dosimeters surpassing 20. The worst metrics
appear in dosimeters with values closer to the extremes of the
sRGB cube, like the green or the yellow uniform tone, whilst
the grayer tones in the interior feature better ones. Overall,
even if following a tendency of which reference values
do better, variability amongst the improvement/worsening
metrics indicates a different treatment of the colour values
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FIGURE 10. Comparative view on the effects of the three calibration schemes on sample images of set 4

depending on their position in space.
When inspecting set 2 (white light and high brightness),

the seen effect is the opposite. The predominant tendency is
improvement of the quality when employing. Also, it can be
observed that for the three calibrations, the general tendency
is to worsen the metrics the more reduced the set of reference
colours is. The linear, however, is more stable to reduction,
whilst its improvement or worsening is more variable de-
pending on the dosimeter. The most affected dosimeter is,
again, the one that corresponds to the green tone, whilst the
innermost show measures of the same proportion. The multi-
dimensional calibration, again, shows the best qualities in a
range between ∆E 2 and 10 in the huge majority of cases,
and CCM shows distances of a more exaggerated error.

Sets 3 and 4 are shot under a high illuminant temperature
(blue light), under high and low brightness each. The first
thought that the observer might have is that the objective
results might be parallel, with slight differences. In CCM,
the evolution of the metrics for the experiments reducing
the amount of values is similar, as they stay on the same
proportion of values. Nevertheless, set 3 shows more ex-
aggerated differences with less colours, as it happens with
the improvement percentages. The dosimeters that seem the
less affected by the brightness difference between sets 3 and
4 are the three uniform brown ones, that show analogue
improvements in both, whereas in the others the metric is
more exaggerated. In the multi-dimensional calibration, this
effect on the exaggeration of metrics in the images with a
higher brightness is observed again. The metrics stay in the
same range for both the uniform and textured dosimeters with
the self-made chart, whereas the calibration effects with X-

Rite’s seem to affect them differently. Nevertheless, X-Rite’s
offers better results in general, with ∆E averagely staying
between 2 and 10, except when involving a smaller set of
reference colours. The linear calibration, as before, shows a
big variability among the resulting metrics and improvements
and worsening, revealing the effect of pixel discolouring.

The same information can be drawn from inspecting the
CIEDE94 metrics, that follow a similar tendency, given that it
features an alternate measure but in the same uniform colour
space, CIELAB.

The same experiments have been ran over the four con-
sidered field images. However, considering that pictures of
this kind are examples the subject of analysis of the whole
system when deployed, the comparison between dosimeters
has no place in this case. When testing over real field images,
there do not exist any reference dosimeters, given that they
are the subject of analysis of their colour change. Therefore,
the accuracy of the calibration here is demonstrated by cal-
culating the CIEDE2000 difference between the calibrated
colour patches and the ideal hues only.

Table 4 shows the extracted CIEDE2000 values between
the colour patches of every field image and the reference for
the three calibration strategies. It is noticeable that, in spite
of being non-simulated test subjects, the objective results
follow the same pattern than with the other sets of pictures.
The Multi-dimensional calibration scheme offers the best
results, ranging between CIEDE2000 0-1, whilst the linear
stays between 0 and 10, and CCM exceeding that range by
far, up to 40 in some cases.

The results for all experiments using different amounts
of reference colours can be found in the supplemental table
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Field images. There it can be seen that, when executing
the calibration via CCM, there exists a slight variability
in the results in every different execution of the process.
Meanwhile, the metrics for the linear and multi-dimensional
schemes stay consistent for each colour for all experiments,
meaning that the mapping is unique for every image with no
possibility of miscalculation using the exact same reference
values.

This is a proof that the conceived scheme is robust and
performs well in the application context of this work.

Seeing all the valuable information given by the performed
amount of experiments, the following results can be deduced:

• The usage of CCM for calibration is not recommended
for monitoring with crowdsourced pictures, where pix-
elings in the acquired pictures and illumination shifts
are a frequent thing to happen, introducing an extremely
undesired variability among the results. It is especially
important when considering to monitor similar content
under different illuminations using the same intended
reference. Furthermore, pixeling effects when acquiring
the images are prone to happen when the chart is printed
on paper, even if by professional means. This is a
requirement in this project since charts are needed to be
placed in many locations, and buying a big number of
professional commercial charts would mean prohibitive
costs. Easiness to reproduce is mandatory in this case.

• The multi-dimensional calibration approach does a bet-
ter objectively-measured performance overall compared
to the last linear proposal. Calculating the calibrated
coordinates employing information from all three colour
channels and not only one at a time helps reducing
the pixel alteration that may affect the colour distri-
butions when summoning an interpolation-based cal-
ibration scheme. Its metrics show that it builds the
transfer functions accurately, mapping the anchor values
correctly to the calibrated space and builds a solid
interpolated region.

• In good lighting conditions, with a neutral temperature
and high brightness, its measures indicate an excellent
calibration quality. It is also robust to colour reduction in
variable lighting conditions, which makes it an excellent
candidate for calibration in museum and other indoors
heritage exhibition room lighting setups.

• Comparing our choice of anchor colours with X-Rite’s,
it can be observed that the commercial chart selection
does generally a good performance, whilst ours offers
a more accurate experience at the right conditions. This
arguably has its explanation in the physical presence of
the anchor colours in the real-life taken scenes. X-Rite’s
selection of colours is intended to reflect real, present
hues (such as skin tones) that are likely to happen in real
life, which means that they are contained in the interior
areas of the sRGB cubes. That implies a closer distance
between each other, and thus it forms a calibration
hyper-surface with a finer assignment in the interior, less
saturated regions. That also explains the bigger error in

the dosimeters featuring colours in more exterior spatial
positions as greens, and the different effect of illumi-
nant temperatures on each hue. The conceived uniform
sparsity of the sRGB space we designed, even after
taking into account the effects of reality by taking the
spectral measurements of the printed ideal colours, was
produced with an idea of generality, instead of focusing
in a finer calibration within a certain subset of the space.
Nevertheless, its regular approach allows the reduction
of the set of anchor colours without incurring in no-
ticeable errors, and even improving the performance, in
most of the cases. Given the cube-like distribution of
the anchors, when removing the interior values whilst
maintaining the corners the shape of the hyper-surface
will remain approximately the same from one extreme
to the other of the cube, effectively meaning a similar
transfer function.

This structure is definitely important to consider when
wanting to deploy the charts in real life scenarios. In order
to reduce the invasiveness of the monitoring mechanism and
its assets, which is a heavy factor to have in mind when
designing similar systems, the size of the chart to be placed
along the heritage piece should be as small as possible,
especially the closer it is to the exposed item, for any reason.
The size also influences the cost of the chart reproduction, so
the smaller, the more possibilities of deployment it has.

In the end, our proposal of colour calibration chart of-
fers more horizontal possibilities for the concerned kind of
cultural heritage monitoring system. Whilst more sensitive
to the lighting conditions than X-Rite’s colour selection, it
offers better results on cases of adequate brightness, up to
the range of 11-36% of improvement in these situations, and
fulfils the invasiveness, cost, reproducibility and robustness
requirements expected from the application it is designed for.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In the previous text we have outlined a colour calibration
technique for sRGB pictures gathered from commercially
available cameras, and a colour calibration chart with a
mathematically regular and generalist choice of colour val-
ues. Their performance and validity of usage for building a
crowdsourcing-oriented colour calibration scheme for cul-
tural heritage monitoring in controlled environments has
been tested, their advantages stated, and compared with other
alternative and widely used variants.

Whilst there already exist universal solutions for calibrat-
ing images, many of them already implemented in hardware
to use or in commercially purchasable or open-source soft-
ware packages, concrete and punctual modifications of the
same or different variants of these for specific applications
may be needed to be implemented. However, sometimes
these adaptions on them to match a particular use case might
fail or not be suitable to be implemented, delivering results
worse than what is expected.

In this paper, the aforementioned fact has been acknowl-
edged. Available means, as the X-Rite chart and the CCM
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calibration, have been adapted to match to the projects
requirements, and have been proved not being completely
adequate to the conditions sought, failing to compel in some
situations. Self-designed proposals have been conceived, and
have been found to deliver more compelling results in these
cases while being adaptive to the project from scratch.

In settings such as cultural heritage exhibition rooms, ex-
position conditions such as lighting can be a decisive factor,
showing the boundary where custom solutions can be better.
In this particular case of study, with high brightness and
direct lighting.

The self-designed sRGB division in our chart offers equal
or better results when reduced in anchors to be less invasive
to the piece compared to the full range, and the multi-
dimensional calibration scheme offers an accurate value
mapping from the original sRGB to the calibrated space with
many possibilities to be refined for concrete value ranges in
further approaches.

Knowing the context of the application for a colour cali-
bration system and its requirements, developing the adequate
framework and assets is a feasible and reasonable possibility
when the conditions of the sought aim do not allow the direct
and bold implementation of available solutions due to any
reason.

When monitoring any number of cultural heritage pieces
in a controlled environment, it is desirable to incur in the
least invasive mean possible. Crowdsourcing pictures implies
not needing to install a camera system. The calibration chart
should be easy and cheap to reproduce, possibly available in a
big number if many pieces need to be put under surveillance,
and reducible in size (colour patches) if less invasiveness is
needed without meaning to worsen the performance. The cal-
ibration scheme should be automatic to perform and adaptive
so it can be calculated from each picture without the need of
a working hand, and easy to deploy without any specialised
software while delivering satisfactory results.

The proposed scheme and chart are adequate for the fol-
lowed aim in cases where other methods may fail, and are
also cheap and easy to modify if future improvements may
be needed.

The work presented here lays ground for further explo-
rations in the direction of calibration chart design and specif-
ically cultural heritage preservation. Knowing which range
of the sRGB space the particular material to be monitored
can reach in its values when measured, different proposals of
anchor colours, encompassing a smaller region of the space
around the values of interest, can be conceived. Therefore,
a finer calibration can be achieved in these regions, given
that an effectively shorter distance between anchor points in
space can be achieved. Aside, a mean for generating valid
calibration charts depending on the size, amount of anchor
colours and context of usage can be deduced for further
improvement.
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TABLE 3. Standard deviation of the CIEDE2000 metrics extracted for each dosimeter in all the experiments with different amounts of reference colours for all the
image sets. It is to observe that the most robust to reduction and stable set corresponds to the self-made chart under a multi-dimensional calibration scheme.

Image set 1
CCM Multi-dimensional Linear

X-Rite Self-made X-Rite Self-made X-Rite Self-made
Dosimeter Uniform Textured Uniform Textured Uniform Textured Uniform Textured Uniform Textured Uniform Textured

1 6.96897464 1.242747427 9.144524263 3.787889388 2.238687182 7.324778877 1.403017415 1.958422883 2.399532194 3.97381021 2.713724416 6.241979495
2 6.88083947 1.362539641 9.645008785 5.315729705 2.402302224 7.95105271 1.605866522 1.469397899 2.905780591 3.421298864 2.908294814 4.618928327
3 6.979517294 2.477500858 10.10333193 8.502357236 2.842531651 3.890272263 1.953685855 2.171632198 3.76622232 2.80476949 2.638759576 3.804650203
4 5.806758755 1.928879448 11.05785153 6.358879201 2.340854434 6.37974353 2.002208683 1.015270172 3.6025979 1.710011436 2.233837322 2.982155517
5 5.779964822 2.525317359 11.77135158 11.28435835 2.516376447 4.707701316 1.610418138 1.302847491 3.262678782 3.82855677 2.887527976 2.852965019
6 5.627597933 1.961089932 12.44201706 8.524341088 3.013192466 4.275873257 1.000550228 1.715983373 2.769766166 4.100068632 4.194352918 3.327837639
7 8.220055005 0.78726155 4.544343567 1.818685036 9.977838688 10.19212848 6.656051018 4.969695332 4.572702682 3.681600913 1.894902301 6.188855686

Image set 2
X-Rite Self-made X-Rite Self-made X-Rite Self-made

Dosimeter Uniform Textured Uniform Textured Uniform Textured Uniform Textured Uniform Textured Uniform Textured
1 6.772497876 2.41824242 6.558020494 5.837182921 2.258598587 3.34964983 1.832504774 2.404338581 2.844447063 5.440545568 0.603143609 4.886842957
2 6.763406071 3.482897547 6.463756959 5.631491849 2.650876741 3.920136846 1.847373036 2.110388907 2.85473442 2.579342321 0.520271877 3.254169818
3 6.78904243 5.307657907 6.299782603 7.648932346 3.035146391 2.443309734 1.602171666 3.85846382 2.604043206 5.142240082 0.64951428 2.670351976
4 4.565628565 5.793678285 6.353389059 7.169722395 2.240495384 3.729768152 0.493376643 1.422147596 2.214579319 0.908993558 2.172155192 1.541348178
5 4.552827651 4.03587331 6.238638326 6.441258693 2.231815011 3.425445118 0.3871017 0.787903976 2.283614818 2.572911512 2.202994716 2.123517081
6 4.544098346 5.264557483 6.189111668 6.473212059 2.156037532 3.095466935 0.389683653 1.910362589 2.431203037 2.271151904 2.246793075 2.107950018
7 10.34368534 0.67292905 5.081002808 2.741950446 2.362130865 3.857329586 6.003688274 2.500385095 3.675667413 1.882288236 2.365859998 4.346987197

Image set 3
X-Rite Self-made X-Rite Self-made X-Rite Self-made

Dosimeter Uniform Textured Uniform Textured Uniform Textured Uniform Textured Uniform Textured Uniform Textured
1 3.220604357 2.262196153 0.999349194 0.507824147 2.630459588 5.005363894 1.05365712 3.164797371 4.143188976 2.636519962 1.683575056 2.279445466
2 3.187593258 2.464627137 0.922565351 1.349584022 2.611490106 6.238356833 0.895411792 3.098117852 3.919809588 4.218812258 1.298169259 1.018608225
3 3.252078513 2.74824598 0.996114993 0.942868031 2.790892524 1.042526537 0.982788863 0.676987523 4.353063347 4.91357829 1.088816786 0.95876086
4 4.36495305 3.595467349 6.249471187 3.993590823 2.951114004 5.825172471 0.485477916 0.889979563 0.674267599 3.45840478 1.808247665 1.905345823
5 4.357408328 3.416810622 6.360405283 5.061728203 2.962864732 4.362028092 0.447435275 0.60441535 0.617763342 4.217984016 1.673710591 1.393348994
6 4.399363142 3.542247173 6.384856712 3.917036201 3.070049981 5.738240619 0.400603157 2.061351707 1.371620638 1.525554029 1.592366321 0.841551549
7 5.199804119 0.412993973 1.476065444 0.62368847 2.197811768 6.6697943 5.518330093 1.459474443 9.227253866 2.159410862 1.812374868 2.695037146

Image set 4
X-Rite Self-made X-Rite Self-made X-Rite Self-made

Dosimeter Uniform Textured Uniform Textured Uniform Textured Uniform Textured Uniform Textured Uniform Textured
1 0.801512981 0.575456821 1.389273659 1.37463872 2.254669145 3.452294787 1.534595077 1.444634379 4.636915613 3.137730041 4.510965033 4.397863263
2 0.78044983 0.801888719 1.376239662 0.931555906 2.236823144 6.016532801 1.284236821 1.265290998 4.474088327 3.961937158 4.517962305 5.26297272
3 0.8471218 0.739110461 1.389132372 1.656903051 2.332868744 2.704672135 1.355637765 1.306987295 4.189174215 3.791823952 4.541493288 5.242348901
4 2.703513874 2.393593089 4.527545257 3.600323757 4.362143759 6.828966108 0.751098438 1.293063978 1.815938001 3.822961221 3.011478263 3.518191311
5 2.711665265 3.202528667 4.532518655 4.998402459 4.30900989 6.277158576 0.748483374 1.219692392 1.790908889 4.781825875 3.021247667 2.070622018
6 2.732497554 2.319893241 4.540789183 3.170093261 4.266005466 6.726611925 0.749629863 0.955997812 1.773154189 5.339432587 2.991328205 3.111809697
7 2.310374976 0.552779704 2.364099422 1.221881273 1.817516453 7.653674433 2.157638312 2.541874411 7.68167757 2.816254219 4.609214076 3.054920507
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TABLE 4. Accuracy CIEDE2000 ∆E metrics of the 64 colour patches of the self-made colour chart for the three colour calibration schemes in the four considered
field images.

Field Image 1 Field Image 2 Field Image 3 Field Image 4
Patch Multi-dimensional Linear CCM Multi-dimensional Linear CCM Multi-dimensional Linear CCM Multi-dimensional Linear CCM

0 0.772814426 16.75878105 10.38350287 0.401048836 5.225397792 12.32375163 0.625733341 8.602192036 10.71980715 0.291369484 11.22726215 17.05136644
1 0.091360179 1.990043961 21.03544929 0.386871352 7.541105629 28.48320822 0.111825516 5.43028758 27.09550102 0.174761054 2.593096749 19.7866583
2 0.019221784 1.73097777 11.75384697 0.218910914 3.247972804 21.71261371 0.209958179 3.239949518 12.67801021 0.134543775 2.413469552 23.31295486
3 0.418655608 3.07311835 24.66794533 0.168428316 4.836437702 37.15352186 0.345167598 4.386803688 32.92930469 0.097524455 7.729817115 29.59771397
4 0.300666097 3.604677773 6.555122215 0.137404664 7.026459117 20.52535946 0.181121692 2.617552407 9.700188794 0.242182208 3.499961565 28.94741799
5 0.229610649 5.430213514 10.87932953 0.09266336 5.021519052 34.62870942 0.244812088 7.029813456 24.76117659 0.228288771 5.080331703 31.48295638
6 0.236657086 3.997804552 5.14417916 0.245699559 6.334190399 24.25861469 0.16624725 2.072436378 12.7034731 0.295457364 3.62044517 23.65389497
7 0.268091298 5.476595496 7.624424836 0.146724274 3.198034428 30.42672068 0.263414856 2.562887593 18.58043161 0.02516985 2.012985958 23.10690986
8 0.245266913 0.394545195 9.227321682 0.181253414 8.615500822 11.20048947 0.357220517 4.581664839 12.59726642 0.246239698 2.020768919 22.0558391
9 0.375707751 2.978181049 13.52952812 0.300762392 13.35242473 19.00877257 0.261353906 5.953525836 19.00628897 0.470356604 3.366027927 19.50872946
10 0.385997209 3.879704484 12.57563128 0.709667793 5.40410973 21.94521634 0.373109072 1.317647317 12.51621232 0.285734612 1.564905291 19.94902654
11 0.259159926 4.209618634 19.8667247 0.289769611 3.956323112 29.79272395 0.141981161 1.473903912 28.75273688 0.230937298 11.34213088 22.90643081
12 0.05034618 6.218004055 13.07751264 0.116078897 5.051390793 20.52221442 0.108652266 4.700940594 8.662104959 0.137319368 8.072221482 31.2438433
13 0.172547722 4.560465563 17.13013505 0.424187252 5.982801289 35.01593531 0.258933357 7.335162706 25.89802699 0.070114592 7.44953076 34.15671513
14 0.118598948 4.889743671 13.26791785 0.136711434 4.249546597 22.82161655 0.121349063 2.958532501 14.39172848 0.216552111 2.768272472 32.10934814
15 0.135107314 4.152295099 11.47524076 0.21768076 1.839554138 37.1604653 0.278301841 4.628608459 26.92004367 0.227603719 1.815516307 22.53180704
16 0.129277256 1.133038068 8.425777881 0.106589998 2.964609811 11.38255222 0.31004465 5.814658335 7.712892129 0.155549192 2.006410289 13.29344805
17 0.212975429 3.694553102 9.77606742 0.239656168 4.498241096 16.30340791 0.20910545 6.074849748 12.74060075 0.295570566 2.547427121 20.82998119
18 0.373945837 10.55823779 12.90170981 0.307357134 5.751693191 17.36860684 0.22597444 5.356669026 16.07356962 0.260368655 8.025575027 16.73965169
19 0.586187709 4.59768924 24.67047365 0.124300293 2.941813086 33.29262227 0.280119584 2.491085038 30.82636568 0.262955114 3.39704765 24.95902607
20 0.173827405 2.653473265 15.156459 0.231067724 2.888664037 32.15529816 0.333710964 2.364397079 23.41746515 0.309205074 7.209649263 26.12433192
21 0.224510605 3.195438619 19.77109366 0.274413991 8.802254745 36.53836965 0.222517371 2.74799852 32.18312738 0.24919149 1.538405551 28.68555569
22 0.126627998 6.564660208 5.021321659 0.339055656 4.498488805 20.29721446 0.313349274 1.813294466 9.920997811 0.255319095 3.841912881 28.2658883
23 0.067669438 9.317386278 14.80176631 0.072171246 3.040927859 39.34955644 0.198022561 6.465358953 30.74778277 0.086691088 7.997688853 28.1322802
24 0.212315141 6.372210053 5.646400516 0.204851738 6.97892415 26.04058764 0.205297378 2.462534923 14.41790465 0.129663088 1.942961762 23.17894794
25 0.30451102 2.366312056 10.94607173 0.169535659 2.926947279 37.01133577 0.098385032 2.663216342 28.92143535 0.169866858 2.934187811 21.11474471
26 0.240354801 3.670857985 11.55918563 0.31582981 15.61195826 14.25813173 0.246036446 4.909181978 16.47563482 0.364819139 1.389084828 20.96293747
27 0.833837318 2.33582139 19.97137783 0.546811438 3.936923072 30.48621385 0.393714418 3.10390075 30.20357688 0.325655622 7.794408911 24.02622001
28 0.266475578 3.530641945 14.18691291 0.263725202 7.798379469 21.23272951 0.760804849 3.698525376 20.71101402 0.26302392 4.238181139 19.64324558
29 0.189306615 7.719190204 20.92089322 0.374592763 8.990748746 34.60395847 0.120432395 2.877642121 31.59488783 0.219558445 9.266694376 27.03802103
30 0.183528298 7.286683046 14.12107027 0.514536964 6.8314518 22.01337649 0.110426718 3.225499439 10.21396866 2.792744862 5.023091752 32.34254003
31 0.173581807 4.806618831 18.38909556 0.204225776 4.796314148 36.97241657 0.072384368 1.484737682 33.37025501 0.036000903 5.135260233 27.79013537
32 0.256596703 3.056054118 12.58082845 0.121702001 7.622205162 24.9049499 0.738418287 2.065596147 16.32666586 0.793814193 3.826025207 29.80438733
33 0.197145669 3.051909743 13.64429853 0.232493493 2.098749866 34.86551911 0.173879714 5.193529248 31.390384 0.978206987 1.859858889 23.12016655
34 0.185254537 3.378453274 10.17831377 0.249785416 4.486706275 14.39870943 0.220027141 6.463952252 10.81206906 0.114213039 3.329048214 16.86418503
35 0.212053016 2.665892265 11.14982153 0.256800018 6.417150925 25.46743218 0.29032956 1.689777747 17.77929973 0.261059761 2.693976516 24.40879826
36 0.196272853 1.696331351 7.376379948 0.202002736 4.89577171 10.98366526 0.148590356 5.750797962 3.566033149 0.018050098 5.532366538 11.60577729
37 0.118276073 2.003594556 7.36409621 0.130057021 4.789501354 13.53990305 0.297692024 8.515131837 7.48195212 0.23837526 4.350161639 13.65171938
38 0.211672884 0.862510628 6.923732758 0.145548534 1.140318479 19.19834394 0.246732098 2.71377033 13.15511154 0.26594522 1.029965065 17.93275177
39 0.249697423 1.986377585 8.686746433 0.279699625 10.97027241 23.40754999 0.246534141 0.835641208 17.63894141 0.198840758 2.846005112 20.33228661
40 0.306690669 3.561348064 5.165180114 0.334531035 4.533383574 15.44925061 0.302992031 4.732003779 6.901445761 0.403554952 4.925772017 24.77073937
41 0.150074359 7.633167574 4.060308675 0.102347661 4.916627553 20.8736561 0.382321866 5.386383928 13.0993649 0.196990748 4.445278516 24.50866455
42 0.376981854 2.123527457 9.80304489 0.311298348 1.17279718 27.19514229 0.281880417 14.44631811 23.00292496 0.444030097 5.61790278 19.90098347
43 0.428713887 11.18736463 10.70764833 0.120176249 4.177758623 27.43622566 0.22404951 3.190039108 24.59872643 0.267158335 2.85858811 16.24073982
44 0.220853663 6.093319809 3.205751773 0.266354692 4.779721759 16.97331927 0.13531765 2.081465321 10.38930299 0.201004548 1.025689076 23.37832963
45 0.215306857 2.412422586 4.110468615 0.057626288 6.388048282 20.65661222 0.237670614 3.091011931 13.1036315 0.188951389 2.597909811 22.52895756
46 0.162371775 2.035278444 8.290711675 0.169741495 3.688938323 39.12851523 0.149348614 0.556537127 30.14879889 0.163667903 2.238766972 17.35779539
47 0.236824707 7.041336008 12.64402113 0.180278562 1.287383168 36.83515553 0.173556346 0.577257983 34.10455806 0.148120701 1.768446309 15.38039999
48 0.161157536 4.402412545 8.367432874 0.158657569 3.423218932 9.139298233 0.278179856 7.195177637 9.822944918 0.145624718 6.758030741 12.678441
49 0.171766893 3.453742559 5.659104414 0.096414287 2.476521527 12.81815835 0.183067779 3.31320761 12.2783231 0.158173092 1.568564949 13.96028393
50 0.192136734 2.746018431 3.706557068 0.258711395 1.90097238 19.38343999 0.148029999 1.803980647 16.15327667 0.201166497 2.109731221 16.52111275
51 0.140559091 3.539561732 4.293005443 0.072346478 4.045009682 19.62632558 0.135676097 1.969775148 14.58102179 0.130469505 7.029829277 17.13913506
52 0.233356747 1.365097254 6.783081377 0.14025763 2.662131459 11.69879693 0.217136043 3.192666625 9.188863759 0.169619204 1.642049006 10.66683851
53 0.236087822 1.103921844 5.550265602 0.045602775 2.147302182 15.55440466 0.213481405 3.661028588 9.841854525 0.141605864 8.406336119 11.88464807
54 0.100878204 4.105829691 3.401736404 0.226524356 3.403338804 18.76338826 0.169607093 3.67625682 12.35296124 0.209064171 4.795665065 14.92477041
55 0.297922697 3.046815096 5.756232536 0.411881702 7.718793077 20.28589891 0.16953891 7.251302101 13.42310792 0.215526855 4.87796775 19.4471766
56 0.291429667 1.254873846 6.794921386 0.16959449 6.380806699 11.96238588 0.182924838 5.824180486 1.5891847 0.115767598 3.599685928 15.75718862
57 0.253637849 2.22455133 6.733167621 0.173559722 1.480036895 14.33848589 0.208781508 6.898156657 4.261757594 0.207864818 1.893113261 15.09241453
58 0.20860993 2.94564315 6.290766847 0.259863802 2.038438378 19.80750562 0.183401659 6.413836724 9.87451 0.222032841 1.866290641 16.38447439
59 0.154960796 9.903301229 8.229627009 0.190188627 1.69745899 20.16573702 0.25708054 7.822631803 11.75458229 0.119167519 2.234659784 18.42278835
60 0.260786385 2.663603978 9.29040779 0.072013824 1.767814277 13.17069465 0.068748418 1.936201616 4.08466833 0.245011661 1.548666774 21.20336607
61 0.079668932 7.278744116 8.521280543 0.289945222 1.691619703 15.47329353 0.116474206 2.085150368 7.938087542 0.191622992 4.372362785 20.35532408
62 0.21620417 8.709212707 8.438144639 0.175740291 3.078203314 26.59541149 0.182454493 4.412104202 16.91942746 0.144453513 2.662060554 19.24317501
63 0.219592797 4.281464312 10.23685346 0.445188373 7.42622369 26.67763797 0.25389343 5.792179183 19.93433195 0.385493355 1.183804541 18.0499213
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